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In this powerful psychological suspense debut, when a woman's life is shattered, she is faced
with a devastating question: What if everything she thought was normal and good and
true...wasn't?Clara Lawson is torn from her life in an instant. Without warning, her home is
invaded by armed men, and she finds herself separated from her beloved husband and
daughters. The last thing her husband yells to her is to say nothing.In chapters that alternate
between past and present, the novel slowly unpeels the layers of Clara's fractured life. We see
her growing up, raised with her sisters by the stern Mama and Papa G, becoming a poised and
educated young woman, falling desperately in love with the forbidden son of her adoptive
parents. We see her now, sequestered in an institution, questioned by men and women who call
her a different name - Diana - and who accuse her husband of unspeakable crimes. As
recollections of her past collide with new revelations, Clara must question everything she
thought she knew to come to terms with the truth of her history and to summon the strength to
navigate her future.

"This book is the greatest part of my mother's legacy as a wife, a grandmother, a matriarch, a
mother, and most important, a woman in love."-- Kathy Cash"Vivian was there from the
beginning with Johnny. I loved reading I Walked the Line. It brought back memories of our good
times together and how crazy it was back then."-- George Jones"Just when you thought you had
a good idea who Johnny Cash was, in this book we get inside the heart of the Man in Black. Only
a very few knew Johnny Cash like his beloved Vivian. Now for the first time we get the full picture
of who Johnny Cash really was. His pen and heart expose this very complicated man. If you
think you knew Johnny Cash, think again. You see the side he never let anyone on the outside
see. The love letters of Johnny Cash will make even the biggest man sneak a tear."-- Jimmy
Carter, host of The Jimmy Carter Entertainment Report"Here's a love story that encompasses
ten thousand pages of love letters. I'm glad I was there to see a lot of that love in the early years
in California. Vivian was a very special person in my life."-- Johnny Western"We all thought we
knew everything about Johnny Cash, but this book clearly reveals more secrets than ever
before. In an age of email and IMs it is sweet to read the tender love letters a heartsore young
man wrote to his very young girlfriend. They are full of tenderness and sweetness and caring. It
is sad to see how once success, alcohol, and drugs enter the picture, everything changes. We
live through the heartaches of their shattered marriage, his addictions, and a turbulent life.
Vivian, the first lover and wife of this musical legend, tells the tale in a powerful way, and I am
sure that all the readers will get as much from reading it as I did."-- Ivana Trump"I Walked the
Line is a wildly romantic book, but also a sad and wrenching one...an unusually intriguing
memoir."-- Janet Maslin, The New York Times"It's a mesmerizing story, complete with a



bittersweet ending."-- The Tennessean"Riveting and dishy."-- The Washington Post"Viv's pained
version of events depicted in Walk the Line deserves a hearing."-- Entertainment WeeklyAbout
the AuthorVivian Cash was Johnny Cash's first wife and the mother of his four daughters. She
met Johnny at the age of seventeen at a roller rink in San Antonio, Texas. They married three
years later, after Johnny was discharged from the Air Force. Vivian accompanied Johnny
throughout his early career in Memphis and Nashville. As Johnny's star soared, the family
moved to California where the marriage dissolved after twelve years. After their divorce, Vivian
married Dick Distin and lived in Ventura, California, where she was an active and beloved
member of the community until she passed away in May 2005.
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CJ, “A page turner so a fast read.. This book was recommended to me and I will now suggest it
to my book club.”

book lover, “Not totally believable, but compelling and insightful. This is a story about human
trafficking - not a spoiler because it's clear from early on. It's compelling but it's also unbelievable
in the portrayal of the size, extent, organization of the operation, and in the psychiatric care and
support the main character receives once she's "rescued." These two aspects kept pulling me
out of the story. But it's a fascinating look at how a child's mind can be bent to accept what the
rest of us find abhorrent. Clara was kidnapped as a child, told her parents didn't want her and
gave her to the couple who took her. She and other girls are raised by the couple, taught to obey
and not question. They are being trained to be sold to their "client." The girls work hard to earn
an good client, envisioning a rich life, travel etc. The couple's son falls in love with Clara and she
marries him instead, happily because she loves him so much. She and her husband carry on
and raise their own kidnapped girls to train and sell. Clara loves her "daughters" and doesn't
treat them as harshly as she was treated, but she never questions when they "graduate" to being
sold. She misses them but "knows" they have a better life than they would have otherwise. The
story opens when the authorities break in, take Clara and her husband. Her husband is in prison,
Clara in a psych hospital where authorities work to get her to give them information. The novel
moves between then (before arrest) and now (hospital.). The THEN section don't flow in
chronological order so it's not easy to follow if you try to make sense of them, but they do
capture the sense of both growing up in that environment and then being the "mother" in such a
situation. Trafficking is an important subject and this book gives some insight the psychology
that goes with it. Even beyond trafficking, it provides insight into the mentality that allows abused
women (or men) to stay with those who abuse them - whether actually physical/sexual abuse or
"simply" emotional abuse.”

Michelle R., “One of my top reads of 2016 ... a woman's journey to understanding and
wholeness. "Dr. Mulligan’s eyes look sad, and my fears are confirmed. I am not normal. My
beautiful relationship with Glen is not right."While I don't recall the sex being explicit, I need to
clearly state the plot revolves strongly around issues of physical, sexual, and psychological
abuse, much of it concerning underage characters, some of it done to the main character, some
of it perpetrated by the main character.Explosions or introspection? This is the way I ask/share if
the story relies on a lot of action or if it's more suited to people who are looking for a more
thought-provoking story. This is decidedly in the latter camp, because the story is the journey of
the main character to understanding the nature of her life -- what's been done to her body, mind,
past, and what she has been drafted to do to others. Not a lot "happens," overall, other than in
flashback."Clara" has been conditioned to see the abnormal as normal, to have a warped



understanding of marriage and family. She might be frustrating for some reasons in her utter
initial denial, the walls she's built in order to live her life. At least some of the people around her
after she is taken from her home are frustrated as well. But I couldn't help but root for her, to take
joy in her breakthroughs.I read The Girl Before several months ago, and I can say it's one of the
stories that most stuck with me in 2016. I'd have to call it in my top 5 reads of last year. Because
of it being so introspective, because of "Clara" being so unable to see her own life at first, this is
probably not the read for everyone, but I loved it. The story impacted me, and the author clearly
knew a lot about the various topics.I'd love for The Girl Before to find an appreciative audience!”

Bethany Jett, “literally couldn’t put it down. I didn’t intend to read a novel in one sitting but I was
captured from the beginning. I can’t wait to read more from this author.”

Sherri, “Great book!. Very few books keep me on the edge. I constantly wanted to know what
was going to happen next.”

Helene Stephens, “Five Stars for a Shocking Story. The story amazed and stunned me. It starts
calmly enough: At the beginning, a mother is brushing her young daughter's hair. THEN - the
house suddenly rings with gunfire and shouting, followed by armed men crashing into the home.
Chaos ensues, and the mother and child try to hide in the false back of a closet. but are
discovered and pulled out. The invaders do not identify themselves, but the false-back hiding
place suggests that they may have been anticipated. The mom then sees her husband dragged
through the room with his arms pinned behind him. He yells to his wife: "Say nothing..."And at
this point, I wonder WHAT is going on? Is this a story about a militaristic dystopian society? Is it
an accounting of outrages in a defenseless small nation? I almost stop reading since it seems
likely to be a war, spy or espionage thriller. But I keep on reading and am shocked by the story
that follows. I think any reader will be shocked. This story could be true - probably is inspired by
true happenings.Here is a top notch thriller (even a psychological thriller) to keep any reader
engaged. You won't forget this one overnight. Plaudits to the author for tackling the subject in a
most sensitive and realistic way. FIVE STARS all the way for "The Girl Before."”

Lisa A. Williams, “Un put down able. I didn’t know what to expect but little by little character traits
were revealed. You either liked the character even more as in Dianna and conner’s case or you
disliked them more as in Glenn’s case. The only part of the book I didn’t like was the Then had
no chronological order.  So it could be confusing.  As a whole for me the book was a hit.”

Zuky the BookBum, “A 2016 must have!. I was anticipating this novel for a long time and so when
it finally showed up at work. I was so excited to finally get my hands on it and start reading it and
from page 1 it did not disappoint! This novel got more and more gripping with each page, I didn’t
want to put it down!I have voiced my opinion on books that flit about between the past and the
present and in case you missed my last rant, I usually hate it because it confuses me a lot of the



time (simple mind, I know). But it worked excellently in this novel because, for one, it made it very
clear when we were in the past and when we were back to the present, and secondly the two
flowed really well together. I loved how Olsen made the stories of the past connect so perfectly
with the present - this whole book was written beautifully.Clara’s refusal to cooperate got a little
irritating after a while, but you can’t really expect anything different from such a brainwashed
woman, and just hold out a little longer and things might just start going your way! The plot for
this wasn’t exactly unique, The Butterfly Garden kind of has the same storyline, to name
something recent, but there were no faults in this book. Olsen worked out exactly how to
progress with this book, it was flawless. Granted, there were a couple of predictable parts, but
they didn’t make the story less exciting in anyway.I was so close to giving this 4 stars for the
reason of me not liking Glen but then I realised, no. We weren’t suppose to like Glen. He was a
manipulative, evil, disgusting human being and I hated him. The fact that Olsen could make me
hate him so much just shows how amazing her writing was. She brought out a really strong
emotion in me that often times made me feel anxious and sick. Hating a character as much as I
did isn’t at all a bad thing when the character is there to be hated.This is a really emotional read.
I'm sure if it wasn't for the fact I mainly only read this on the train, I definitely would have bawled
over this, hence the reason I'm classing this as a book that made me cry. I can’t even imagine
the feelings Clara goes through as this book progresses and she begins to find out things she’s
believed her entire life are not all that they seem. It’s so horrible to think this kind of thing isn’t just
a figment of someone’s creative mind, my heart goes out to all those men and women that have
been subject to this kind of twisted abuse - this is one of many reasons I give so much to human
right charities every month.I cannot believe this is a debut novel. I am stunned at the quality of
Olsen’s writing and story-telling, I can’t wait to read more from her. This tackles many difficult
subjects but if you’re a lover of all things suspense and thriller, then you definitely need to pick
this up in the future. It’s 2016 must read!”

Ebook Library Reader, “Incredible book. I downloaded the sample of this book, for maybe buying
after the book, I was in the middle of. Once started I couldn't stop reading clara'Story. It's one of
the best books I have read not just this year , seeing as we are only in January. But in the last
couple of years. And I read a lot of books being disabled and bed ridden. A whole different take
on the world of human trafficking. Look forward to reading more by this author soon please”

HELEN HEMSLEY, “Great read. I thoroughly enjoyed this book and couldn’t put it down once I
had started. Excellent find and hoping to read  more by the same author.”

Lch, “Brilliant. So different than any book I've read before. Exceptionally well written , This book
really captured my imagination. It is a book you should all read .”

M. C. S. Rosner, “My personal Book of 2016. This moment, ..I have turned the last page of The



Girl Before. It has torn me apart, has me sitting here, with tears in my eyes - but happy, too. What
a powerful book. . I hope that many fellow readers will follow Clara's story.You know this moment,
when a particular news hits us on TV and we feel attached for a minute, then turn away because
any deeper thought would be too uncomfortable to bear? - This works like magic, the other way
around. Haha, yes. You'll need to read it to find out what I mean.  .”

The book by Dennis Alexander has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 430 people have provided feedback.
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